Travel the world to find the taste you love.
South American sugar cane,
fermented in the Black Forest
and distilled in original Black Forest copper stills.
Spread your wings to feel a little extra.
Gentle sweetness from
Black Forest bees’ honey and vanilla,
bittersweet due to coffee and bitter orange,
with a hint of spiciness thanks to
ginger and chilli.
Find your own adventure.
WOOD STORK SCHWARZWALD MADE SPICED RUM
Est. 2018

The adventurous combination of the
Black Forest and the desire to travel
the world.

WOOD STORK
Schwarzwald made
Spiced Rum
Travel the world to find the
taste you love.

Spread your wings to feel a little
extra.

All rum is based on cane sugar. This
“sweet grass” is an excellent flavour
carrier and a naturally performs
miracles during alcohol production.
After the harvest, sugar cane is
pressed, which releases the juice
used as the base for the further
process. After a few rounds in a
centrifuge, which creates the crystal
sugar, a syrup of delicate molasses
remains, which runs off a spoon like
honey.
This sugar cane molasses then
travels to our home in the Black
Forest. Once it arrives, this syrup is
smoothed and refined.
The process of fermentation, and
the addition of yeast and enzymes,
takes the molasses one step closer
to becoming rum.
WOOD STORK Rum is fermented in
the Black Forest, and thus
Made in the Black Forest. After
triple distillation in original Black
Forest copper stills, our Rum Made
in the Black Forest still takes a little
while to mature.

We add spices to our WOOD STORK
Rum to give it is particular flavour:
Refined using a colourful mixture of the
best ingredients from around the world.
A touch of ginger from Australia, a hint
of spiciness using chilli from China.
Beautifully bittersweet thanks to the
combination of coffee beans from
South America and bitter orange from
China. The subtle sweetness of vanilla
from Asia and cocoa beans from the
Ivory Coast creates a rounded, full
bouquet.
And WOOD STORK Spiced Rum from
the Black Forest is given that little extra
by adding original Black Forest spruce
and pine honey.

crush. Pour in 6cl
WOOD STORK
Schwarzwald made
Spiced Rum, add ice
cubes and top up with
cola. Stir with a
rosemary twig and
enjoy!

Find your own adventure.
With its full-bodied,
uniquely intense aroma, WOOD
STORK Spiced Rum Made in the
Black Forest can be enjoyed on its
own, as well as in various cocktail
creations.
Schwarzwälder Freiheit by WS
is the new Cuba Libre:
Add a quartered lime and a handful
of rosemary leaves to a glass and

www.woodstork-rum.com
www.facebook.com/woodstorkrum
www.instagram.com/woodstork_rum
Sorte

Artikelnummer

Flaschengröße

Wood Stork Schwarzwald made
37WSM6 0,5 l
Spiced Rum

EAN /
% vol Flasche

EAN /
Karton

40

4000526111101 6

4000526129106

Flasche /
Karton

Karton / Paletteneinheit Palettenhöhe
Lage
Karton / Palette in cm

20

80

101

